Disease-relevant gene clusters derived by joint literature and gene expression analysis
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Overview

Feature Construction

Identification of disease-related gene clusters

- Initial gene set
- Feature Vector Construction
- Hierarchical clustering approach

Cluster Ranking

- Goal
- Cluster ranking to assess the importance of clusters
- Overall cluster ranking using weighted rank sum from DT + ORA

Results

Conclusion

➢ Results
  ➢ Top ranking clusters contain OA relevant genes (collagens, MMPs, ADAMs and interleukins)

➢ Features
  ➢ Clusters might predict additional genes not measured on the chip
  ➢ Starting point for improved chip design
  ➢ Insights into underlying biological mechanisms

➢ Outlook
  ➢ Optimize clusters by iterative procedure
  ➢ Report publications relevant to clusters
  ➢ More in-depth evaluation of clusters
  ➢ Incorporate additional features in feature vectors
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